
HEARTBREAK HOTEL

"Heartbreak Hotel" is a song recorded by American singer Elvis Presley. It was released as a single on January 27, ,
Presley's first on his new record label .

I better go back and record it again. RCA Victor had always insisted their performers stay still as they sang so
the microphone would pick up the vocals; even the slightest tilt of the head would result in missing sound.
Randy Boswell is a Canadian writer and Carleton University journalism professor. Sign up for our newsletter.
The lyrics were based on a report supposedly in The Miami Herald about a man who had destroyed all his
identity papers and jumped to his death from a hotel window, leaving a suicide note with the single line, "I
walk a lonely street". On April 3, he did the song on the Milton Berle Show. But that seems a stretch. Durden's
account is that he had already written the song and performed it with his band the Swing Billys before he
presented it to Axton. Axton followed Presley's career closely after this incident, [13] and met him at a July 28
concert in Jacksonville, this time interviewing him for the local media. Axton took a demo of the song to Elvis
while he was on the road. The guilt was getting to him, and the cops seemed to be closing in, so a sleepless,
anxiety-stricken Krolik gave himself up in a manner that impressed veteran detectives â€” so much so that
they alerted local reporters. There would be no Dylan. Axton died in , Durden in  It made its debut on the UK
Singles Chart in May ; it peaked at Number 2 the next month and stayed on the charts for 22 weeks. Speaking
of Sholes' producing credits, Phillips said "he was not a producer. Alvin Krolik is there, too. It was Agnes,
calling it quits on her month-old marriage in , who sent Alvin Krolik on his fateful trip down Lonely Street,
into a Chicago police station, then an El Paso liquor store. Steve was just at every session". Within two
months, "Heartbreak Hotel" reached number one on both charts. During his first presidential campaign, Bill
Clinton boosted his popularity when he played the song on his saxophone on the Arsenio Hall Show. She was
an award-winning accordionist as a teenager in the late s and a nightclub entertainer of some renown in the
Fifties, Sixties and Seventies. Axton played the demo to him in his room at the Andrew Jackson Hotel on
November 10,  Her son Hoyt became a famous country star. During the recording of "I Got a Woman", Sholes
noticed that Presley's voice and guitar were not always being picked up by the microphone. Two weeks later
on April 21, thanks in large part to his exposure on the new medium of TV, Elvis had his first No. Axton,
however, agreed to a publishing deal with Buddy Killen , a young Nashville bass player, who had recently set
up his own publishing company called Tree Publishing. Sholes had told Presley to stand on a painted X on the
floor, telling him "Whatever you do, don't move". Closer analysis, though, revealed fakery in the name of
good storytelling. He was some kind of criminal â€” she told me he was killed in a robbery of some sort.
Among them was a studio portrait of a young man in an open-collared shirt. I mean, there would be no
Beatles, there would be no Hendrix.


